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March 2020 was a month that a considerable percentage of the global population will want to forget. No-one of sound mind 
on Planet Earth has not been affected by the Coronavirus to some degree or other, and we know there is more pain ahead 
before we can return to at least some semblance of normalisation. We have been sending out regular updates and hosting 
webinars since the outbreak began and so we will try to avoid merely repeating what we have already said. 
 

The Market Phases 
Q1 of 2020 can be broken down into three phases. Phase 1 from 1st January to 19th February, which seems such a long time 
ago now, could be considered a continuation of 2019 themes of easy money, share buy backs and American large tech 
propelling its markets skywards. The virus was perceived by most on Wall Street as an Asian issue and perhaps a European 
one but certainly not likely to derail the American economy to any significant degree. We also need to bear in mind that 
America makes up over 60% of the MSCI World Index, so what goes for America can appear to go for the world. Phase 2 ran 
from 20th February to approximately the 20th March (depending on time zone) and was characterised by blind panic, 
recurring ‘limit down’ futures markets and truly apocalyptic extrapolations for both risk assets and ,rather more importantly, 
mankind itself. Phase 3, which remains ongoing, seems like a collective period of (Post)-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Whilst 
there was a recovery of limited magnitude in some areas, many investors remain paralysed by fear of what may happen next.  
 

Oil… its complicated to say the least 
During Phase 2, just when investors didn’t think the investing backdrop could get much worse, on the 8th  March Saudi Arabia 
began a price war with Russia, triggering a significant fall in the price of oil. The astonishingly timed price war was triggered 
by a breakup in dialogue between the Saudi led OPEC and Russia over proposed oil production cuts, which was itself in 
reaction to the coronavirus pandemic. Oil prices had already tumbled nearly 30% since January, due to the inevitable but as 
yet still unfolding drop in expected demand. This price war has been a major contributor to the heavy losses in stocks and 
bond prices. At a time when there are numerous stories of heroic activities in response to the virus, the protagonists in this 
merciless attempt at opportunism may well be judged harshly when history is finally written on this chapter of the effects of 
the virus. 
 

The enduring importance of the Adviser 
Each time there is a significant pull-back in risk assets we are all reminded of the benefits of the advice process and the 
financial adviser community. Investing has been relatively straightforward for over a decade now and many DIY investors had 
become comfortable ramping up their risk over the last few years, some knowingly but many others less so. The investor 
probably doesn’t think in terms of their Beta, but many had made significant gains primarily on that basis and had seen both 
few and shallow drawdowns. The feedback from many advisers during this crisis is that (so far at least) their clients knew 
they were investing for the medium/long term. Nobody like losses, even paper ones, but the benefits of a well-diversified 
portfolio with clearly communicated market updates explaining what is going on have once again become a desirable 
investment method. This is why the adviser will always remain central to the IBOSS propositions and we take considerable 
comfort in knowing that every client who is invested with us has been through a proper advice process.  
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IBOSS Asset Management is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Financial Services Register 

Number 697866.  

 

Past Performance is no guarantee of future performance. 'The performance of the IBOSS PMS Portfolios is not a guide to 

the potential performance of the OEIC or the discretionary MPS Portfolios. The value of an investment and the income from 

it can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they invested. Quoted yields are based on the 12 months 

distributions by the funds in the portfolios and are not guaranteed. Future distributions may differ and will be subject to 

market factors. Risk factors should be taken into account and understood including (but not limited to) currency 

movements, market risk, liquidity risk, concentration risk, lack of certainty risk, inflation risk, performance risk, local market 

risk and credit risk. OEIC Investors should ensure that they have read and understood the Non UCITS Retail Scheme Key 

Investor Information Document and Supplementary Information Document, which contain important information. A copy 

of these documents will be available on the website or on request from Margetts Fund Management from launch. This 

communication is designed for Professional Financial Advisers only and not approved for direct marketing with individual 

clients. It does not purport to be all-inclusive or contain all of the information which a proposed investor may require in 

order to make a decision as to whether to invest in the Fund. Nothing in this document constitutes a recommendation 

suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. It is 

the responsibility of the Financial Adviser to ensure they are satisfied with the research undertaken by IBOSS Asset 

Management Limited in relation to the investments included within each OEIC fund or model portfolio of the discretionary 

MPS. Copies of which are available on written request. Data is provided by Financial Express (FE). Care has been taken to 

ensure that the information is correct but FE neither warrants, neither represents nor guarantees the contents of the 

information, nor does it accept any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, omissions or any inconsistencies herein. Please 

note FE data should only be given to retail clients if the IFA firm has the relevant licence with FE.  

Margetts Fund Management are our Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) 

 

The active Managed Portfolio Service (MPS) past performance figures include simulated performance to 1st November 

2018.  

 

The Passive Managed Portfolio Service (Passive MPS) past performance figures include simulated performance to 1st 

August 2019.  

 

The Managed Portfolio Service performance is produced using the preferred share classes, this may differ from platform 

to platform and is shown net of fund fees only, they do not incorporate platform costs, adviser’s client fee or DFM service 

charge. 

 

IBOSS Limited (Portfolio Management Service) is a non-regulated organisation and provides model portfolio research and 

outsourced white labelling administration service to support IFA firms, it is owned by the same Group, METNOR Group 

Holding Limited who own IBOSS Asset Management Limited.  

 

Registered Office is the same: 2 Sceptre House, Hornbeam Square North, Harrogate, HG2 8PB. Registered in England No: 

6427223. 


